INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Ever since its foundation, PASSIA has striven to promote free expression within Palestinian society and to foster a better understanding of Palestinian affairs, be they in the domestic or international context. In doing so, PASSIA has earned a reputation for providing a unique forum for dialogue and exchange and for serving as a catalyst for civic debate.

Central to these efforts has been the presentation and analysis of a plurality of Palestinian perspectives and approaches through PASSIA’s Dialogue Program. Topics addressed and discussed cover a wide range of subjects broadly and specifically related to the Palestine Question, from historical aspects to the current Middle East Peace Process and internal Palestinian affairs.

The PASSIA Dialogue Program is composed of roundtable meetings and briefings. As part of the former, speakers are invited (and sometimes a discussant as well) to lecture on a certain topic, followed by a discussion with the audience present. These meetings aim to promote thought and debate among Palestinians and between Palestinians and their foreign counterparts. In order to accommodate a larger audience attending those meetings ‘public lectures’, most of them take place in hotel halls (in Jerusalem or Ramallah). Speakers, discussants and participants usually include local and foreign figures from a diversity of backgrounds and schools of thought: scholars, professionals, officials and intellectuals from Palestine, Israel and abroad; members of Palestinian NGOs, political factions and the media, as well as representatives of the diplomatic corps.

In comparison, PASSIA briefings are a venue for encounters, dialogue and discussions involving representatives and organizations from various backgrounds. These meetings typically focus on current Palestinian affairs and are designed to build bridges of communication and understanding between Palestinians from different streams of society and to develop constructive and focused academic contact between Palestinians and their counterparts. Briefings also include meetings in which resident diplomats, visiting foreign delegations or student groups from international universities discuss Palestinian affairs and exchange thoughts and opinions concerning the situation in the Palestinian Territories, as well as media briefings with resident and visiting correspondents and journalists. In return, PASSIA receives invitations to meetings with diplomats and visiting foreign dignitaries at other venues helping to consolidate relationships and forge connections between Palestinians and their foreign counterparts.

Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Head of PASSIA, attended all meetings, throughout 2014. The summary or full text of the meetings found on PASSIA’s website (http://www.passia.org). For meetings on Jerusalem or on religious issues please see the corresponding chapters in this report.
ROUND TABLE MEETINGS

17 February 2014, PASSIA

Topic: Jerusalem and Palestinian Civil Society
Participant(s): Erik Tornlund, Phd; Anna Hjalm, PHD; Sarvia Grijalv; Rev. Blandina Frausien Sawayae, Pastor; Mbabazi Veneranda, PHD; Varghese Manimala, Professor; Angel Lam, S.T.M.; Lilly Phiri, Reverend; Gladson Jathanna, Assistant Professor; Edgar Antonio Lopez, PHD in Theology; Hermann Mvula’s, lecturer; Caroline Kyhlback, Minister to the Church of Sweden; Carin Gardbring, Senior Advisor; Obvious Vengeyi, Senior Lecturer; Rose Mukanseginama, PHD Lecturer; Florence Iminra, Theologian; Praveen P.S. Perumalla, Assistant Professor.

11 March 2014, Legacy Hotel, Jerusalem

Topic: EU Policies, the Two-State Solution & Ongoing Negotiations
Participant(s): Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Head of PASSIA; Ingrid Ross, Director of FES; Yusef Daher, JIC; Michel Nseir, JIC; Camilla Giordano, P. Assistant; Edwin Sounyrem, Intern, FES; Daniel Marwecki, Intern, FES; Jens Ladekarl, FES; Dr. Bassem Abu Assab, Director of Al-Hayat Health Center; Leena Ritola, EU; Nathan Stock, Carter; Kate Taber, PC USA; Feron Valerie, ECFR; Mattia Toaldo, ECFR; Hugh Lovatt ECFR; Olaf Boehnke, ECFR; Fulvio Capurso, Italian Cooperation; Marco Azzalini, Italian Cooperation; Christian Palomdi, Italian Cooperation; Nader Farah, Engineer; Mansour Tahboub, Director; Louisa Mammeri, Student; Hans Grundberb, Head of Political Section, EUEP; Angela Godfrey-Goldstein, Advocacy Officer; Caroline Vent, UK Department for International Development; Maysara Huseini, DTA; Diana Safieh, Safia Tours; Jacob Riena, Project Manager; Lara Habash, Communication Assistant; Mustafa Kemal Sahin, Vice Council, Turkish Consulate; Ziad Abu Zayyad, PJ; Sawsan Safadi, PR Director; Khalid Khatib, Palestinian Heritage Museum; Walid Salim, Director, CDCD; Dr. Arafat Hidmi, Chairman of Board of Trustees, Al-Makassed; Dimi Reider, ECFR; Dr. Hani Abdeen, Physican; Fadi Hidmi, Director General; Ibrahim Al-Hindi, Architect; Dr. Maha Samman; Dr. Awad Mansour; Dr. Mustafa Abu Sway, Prof., Al-Quds University; Mahmoud Jaddeh; Haj Abed Abu Diab; Dr. Nafeth Nubani; Muhammad Abu Kheir, Al-Quds Newspaper.
25 March 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Israeli Escalations in the Palestinian Territories, Hamas-Fatah Reconciliation, and Negotiations

**Participant(s):** Rasha El-Shurafa, Program Office, ILO; Martin OELZ, Legal Specialist, ILO; Shauna Olney, Head, Equality Unit, ILO; Kari Tapiola. Special Adviser, ILO; Tariq Haq, Employment Specialist, ILO.

---

9 September 2014, Legacy Hotel, Jerusalem

**Topic:** The EU and the War on Gaza – What Lies Ahead?

**Speaker(s):** Dr. Mohammad Mustafa, Deputy Prime Minister & Minister of National Economy; John Gatt-Rutter, Head of Delegation of European Union; Dr. Nabil Shaath, Commissioner for Foreign Relations, Fatah; Mazen Sinokrot, Former Minister of Economy, PA.

**Participant(s):** Noah Kennedy, Writer; Simon Jaser, Consular of Affairs, Portugal; Nathan Stock, Field Officer Director, The Carter Center; Dr. Hisham Nassar, Doctor, Cardiologist; Itedal AL-Ashhab, Educational Portfolio & Member at the National Conference; Khalid Khatib, Palestinian Heritage Museum; Nicos Panayi, Head of the Representative Office, Cyprus; Lisa Main, Academic; Hayden Cooper, Journalist; Herve Magro, Consul General, France; Geza Mihalyi, Head of Mission, Hungary; Benat Cusin, EUPOL COPPS; Jamal Al-Aref, Deputy Director; Nida Dalmantaitė, Representative/Counselor, Lithuania; Oliver McTernan, Director, Forward Thinking, UK; Walid Salim, Director, CDCDC; Sergio Sierra Berna, Representative, Mexico; Kursad Mahmat, TIKA; Shifa Jayousi; Terry Boullata, Senior Advisor, SDC; Bruni Jans, Consul General, Belgium; Martina Feeney, Representative, Ireland; Barbara Wolf, Head of the Mission, Germany; Julie Trottier, Director of Research; Eveline Muhareb, Program Coordinator; Rania Muhareb, Student; Pirkko-Liisa Kyösti, Head of the Mission, Finland; Jakob Rieken, Program Manager, Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung (FES); Fouad Abu Ghosh, Producer; Mohammed Nusseibeh; Fadi Hidmi, Director General; Mustafa Sarnic, Consul General, Turkey; Anne Sofie, Consul General, Sweden; Dr. Safa Nasser El-Din; Solly Tshivhula, Counselor, South Africa; Carmen Mocanu, Deputy Head of Mission/Political Affairs, Romania; Samah Dweik, Journalist; Khalil Assali, Media; Ingrid Ross, Director, Friedrich-Ebert-
Stiftung (FES); Dr. Nader Salaymeh, Pharmacist; Felix Neugebauer, ANERA; Elias Khoury, Lawyer; Samer Nusseibeh, Engineer; Hani Abdeen, Medical Doctor; Junya Matsuura, Head, Japan; Sawsan Safadi, PR Manager, Samer Melki, Deputy Consul, France; Julie Jolles, US Consulate; Anders Tang Friborg, Representative, Denmark; Aleksandra Bukowska-McCabe, Representative, Poland; Jens Kirk Nielsen, Customs Expert, EU BAM; Dr. Andrea Nasi, Representative, Austria; Benoit Cusin, Political Adviser, EUPOL COPPS; Juan José Escobar Stemmann, Consul General, Spain; Franka Van Wandelen, Assistant of the HoM, Netherlands; Sanna Kyllonen, Deputy HoM/Development, Finland; Rafael Lopez, Spain; Joris Van Winckel, Political Officer, EUREP, Yusuf Osman Diktas, Deputy Consul; Turkey.

27 September 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem
Topic: **Conditions of Laborers in Palestine**
Participant(s): Christy Hoffman, Deputy General Secretary, UNI Global Union; Bones Zingisile Skulu, General Secretary, UNI Global Union; Joe de Bruyn, President, UNI Global Union; Philip J. Jennings, General Secretary, UNI Global Union; Mike Sunderland, Deputy Director of Communications, UNI Global Union.

**BRIEFINGS**

6 January 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem
Topic: **John Kerry Mission, What Lies Ahead**
Participant: Nathan Stock, Field Office Director, The Carter Center, Ramallah.
9 January 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem
**Topic:** South Africa Conference on Solidarity with Palestine
**Participant(s):** Prof. Mlungisi W. Makalima, Head of the Representative Office of South Africa in Ramallah; Solly Tshivhula, Political Counselor, South African Representative Office in Ramallah.

15 January 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem
**Topic:** The PA since June 2013 and the Political Agenda
**Participant:** Morgane Thonnat, Consulate General of Belgium in Jerusalem.

16 January 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem
**Topic:** Palestinian Reconciliation
**Participant(s):** Oliver McTernan, Director, Forward Thinking, UK; Edward Channer, Projects Officer at Forward Thinking, UK.

20 January 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem
**Topic:** The Palestinian Reconciliation Agenda
**Participant:** Prof. Mlungisi W. Makalima, Head of the Representative Office of South Africa in Ramallah.

24 January 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem
**Topic:** Palestinian-Israeli Negotiations and John Kerry’s Agenda
29 January 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** The Evolution of Palestinian Civil Society  
**Participant:** Warren Caragata, Senior Analyst (Development), West Bank Gaza and Palestinian Refugees, Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Canada.

---

29 January 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Assessment of Future Elections in Palestine  
**Participant(s):** Tahsin Alawneh, Senior Program Officer, The Carter Center; Osama Kamel, Electoral Experts, The Carter Center; Nathan Stock, Field Officer Director, The Carter Center.

---

30 January 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Courtesy Visit  
**Participant:** Mona Shamsuddin, HM Consul (Political), British Consulate-General Jerusalem.

---

3 February 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Development in the Palestinian Society  
**Participant:** Ian Black, Middle East editor, *The Guardian*.

---

4 February 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Political Analysis of the Palestinian-Israeli Conflict  
**Participant(s):** Avi Shalev, Advisor, Cogat; Arieh Spitzen, CEO, Middle East Consulting Ltd.

---

4 February 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** US Policy Towards Israel Regarding Palestinian Property Rights from 1947 to 1953: Refugees and Absentees Property.  
**Participant(s):** Beate Wienpahl-Jensen, MA student, University of Oslo; Ibrahim Shaaban, lawyer.

---

8 February 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** The Gulf and Palestine  
**Participant(s):** Claire Beaugrand, researcher, Institute Française du Proche-Orient; Guillaume Henry.

---

20 February 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Reconciliation and Negotiations  
**Participant(s):** Phadime Choshane, First Secretary, South African Representative Office in Ramallah; Solly Tshivhula, Political Counselor, South African Representative Office in Ramallah.
26 February 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem
Topic: **Palestinian Reconciliation**
Participant: Nathan Stock, Field Officer Director, The Carter Center.

27 February 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem
Topic: **Reassessing the Oslo Peace Process**
Participant: Tobina Hiromi, lecturer of Human Security, Kyoto University, Japan.

3 March 2014, The Ambassador Hotel, Jerusalem
Topic: **Working Lunch with a Visiting Delegation of the Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs**
Participant(s): Amb. Geza Mihalyi, Head of MENA department; Andras Kiraly, Director, Hungarian Institute of International Affairs; Peter Wintermantel, Deputy State Secretary for Global Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Hungary.

6 March 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem
Topic: **The Future of Palestinian-Israeli Negotiations**
Participant(s): Adriaan Bloemendaal, Correspondent, *de Volkskrant*; Khalil Assali, Journalist.

18 March 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem
Topic: **The Question of Collaboration in Palestine**
Participant(s): Hiromi Uechi, Jerusalem Bureau Chief, The Yomiuri Shimbun; Maher Alami, Senior Editor, *Al-Quds* Newspaper.

20 March 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem
Topic: **Palestinian Internal Politics and the Peace Process**
Participant(s): Amb. Sung-Jan Yeo, Representative Office of the Republic of Korea; Rimon Abu Farha, Office Administrator, Representative Office of the Republic of Korea

31 March, 2014, ICRC, Jerusalem
Topic: **Perspectives on Palestinian Political Structures**
Participant(s): New Staff Members of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)
9 April 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem
**Topic:** Courtesy Visit  
**Participant(s):** Mustafa Kemal Sahin, Vice Consul, Consulate General of the Republic of Turkey; Ambassador Mustafa Sarnic, Consul General of the Republic of Turkey.

16 April 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Palestinian Internal Politics  
**Participant(s):** Brigitte Curmi, Senior Analyst, Policy Planning Unit, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Middle East and North Africa, Paris; Samer Melki, Consul Adjoint, French Consulate General, Jerusalem.

22 April 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Courtesy Visit  
**Participant(s):** Amb. Izzat Abdel Hadi, General Delegation of Palestine to Australia, Dr. Hani Abdeen, Minister of Health; Zeina Abdel Hadi.

24 April 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Israel's National Religious Community and the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict  
**Participant:** Ofer Zalzberg, Senior Analyst, Middle East and North Africa Program, International Crisis Group.

24 April 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Internal Palestinian Politics  
**Participant:** Junya Matsuura, Ambassador, Representative Office of Japan to the PA.
4 May 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Fundamental Issues Facing Palestinians - with a Brief Historical Account

**Participant(s):** Clinton Fernandes, Associate Professor, Strategic Studies School of Humanities & Social Sciences, the University of New South Wales; Peter Goers, Broadcaster, ABC Local Radio; Nick Xenophon, Independent Senator for South Australia; Sam Shahin, Doctor.

7 May 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Courtesy Visit

**Participant(s):** Aurel Duma, Acting Representative, Representative Office of Romania in Ramallah; Carmen Mocanu, Deputy Head of Mission, Political Affairs, Representative Office of Romania in Ramallah.

7 May 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Courtesy Visit

**Participant(s):** Bruno Jans, Consul General, Consulate General of the Kingdom of Belgium; Jan De Pauw, Consul (Political Affairs, Consulate General of the Kingdom of Belgium).

7 May 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Courtesy Visit

**Participant(s):** Gonzalo Layseca, Deputy Head of Mission, Representative Office of Chile to the State of Palestine; Francisco J. Bernales, Ambassador of Chile to the State of Palestine.
12 May 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** The Swedish Center Party International Foundation (CIS) - Fact-Finding Mission and Cooperation Possibilities

*Participant(s):* Catherine Isaksson, General Secretary, CIS; Karen Ernlund, Vice President, CIS; Kerstin Lundgren, Foreign Policy Spokesperson, Centerpartiet; Karin Carlesten, Programme Manager, EUPOL COPPS.

17 May 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Archeological Research Issues

*Participant(s):* Dr. Beatrice St. Laurent, Professor of Art History, Bridgewater State University; Mathew Adams, Director, Albright Institute of Archeological Research, Jerusalem.

17 May 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Palestinian Reconciliation and What Lies Ahead

*Participant(s):* Megan Murphy, Political Military Officer, US Consulate General Jerusalem; David Makovsky, member of Special Envoy Martin Indyk’s team, US State Department.

23 May 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Courtesy Visit

*Participant(s):* Mahesh Kumar, Representative of India, Mohammad Abu Shamsieh, Public Relations Officer, Representative Office of India, Ramallah.

3 June 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** International Implications of Israel’s Endless Occupation

*Participant(s):* Dr. Thomas Ricks, Resident Director, BCA (Bridge • Connect • Act) Study Abroad; Kirstyn Ross, Student, Syracuse University, Maxwell School; Kelly Parliament, Student, Cedarville University;
16 June 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic: Hamas-Fatah Reconciliation and What Lies Ahead**

**Participant(s):** Mr. Tshivhula, Mr. Molate, Mr. Choshane, Mr. Mbelengwa, South African Representative Office, Ramallah; Deniz Altayli, Program Director, PASSIA.

---

2 July 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic: Courtesy Visit**

**Participant(s):** Richard Buangan, Public Affairs Officer, US Consulate General, Jerusalem; Naser Ideis, Senior Information Specialist, Public Diplomacy, US Consulate General, Jerusalem.

---

3 July 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic: The Israeli-Palestinian Conflict**

**Participant(s):** Aaron Huvray, Journalist; Harry Dardashti, Journalist; Caralyn Dienstman; Journalist; Isaac Levy, Writer; Brian Bedik, Writer, Student.
8 July 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Palestinian Reconciliation and the Current Crisis  
**Participant:** Nathan Stock, Field Officer Director, The Carter Center.

14 July 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** The Third War on Gaza  
**Participant:** Hazem Gheith, Political Officer, Egyptian Representative Office, Ramallah.

22 July 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Research Study on Palestinian Nationalism  
**Participant:** Gregory Mahler, Academic Dean, Vice-President for Academic Affairs, Earlham College.

6 August 2014, Legacy Hotel, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Working Lunch  
**Participant:** Mahesh Kumar, Representative of India to the PA.

6 August 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Gaza: What Lies Ahead?  
**Participant(s):** Nathan Stock, Field Officer Director, The Carter Center; Kate Taber, Liaison for the Presbyterian Church USA; Mazen Sinokrot, Former Minister of Economy.

7 August 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** The War on Gaza  
**Participant(s):** Pierre Karhenbuhl, Commissioner General, UNRWA; Hakam Shahwan, Staff Relations Advisor, UNRWA.

13 August 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Israel’s War on Gaza  
**Participant(s):** Dr. Martti Eirola, Head, Representative Office of Finland to the PA, Ramallah; Sanna Kyllonen, Deputy Representative, Representative Office of Finland to the PA, Ramallah.

13 August 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Israel’s War on Gaza  
**Participant(s):** Nicos Panayi, Head of the Representative Office of the Republic of Cyprus, Mihaeng Cho-Panaya; Solly Tshivhula, Counsellor, South African Representative Office to the State of Palestine.
18 August 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** The Cairo Ceasefire Talks

**Participant(s):** Ingrid Ross, Director, Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung (FES), Jerusalem; Jakob Rieken, Program Manager, FES; Julia Biermeier, Intern, FES.

19 August 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Egypt, Hamas and the War on Gaza

**Participant(s):** Mostafa El Gamil, Consul General, Embassy of Egypt, Tel Aviv; Sherif Eissa, Second Secretary, Political Department, Embassy of Egypt, Tel Aviv.

23 August 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** The War on Gaza

**Participant(s):** Prof. Uri Katz; Danny Robinstein, Journalist; Shlomo Aboulatio, Agronom; Prof. Hanoch Gutfreund; Prof. Avishai Margalit.

25 August 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Australia and the War on Gaza

**Participant:** Tom Wilson, Head, Australian Representative Office, Ramallah.

26 August 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** The Palestinian Cause

**Participant(s):** Natalia Martinez Pulido, Journalist; Helena Zapater Hernandez, Medicine Student; Marcela Guerra Salvago, Nurse; Judit Sduchez Ortigosa, Political Scientist; Nerea Rodriguez Font, Lawyer; Alaa Saffouri, Researcher, PASSIA; Minas Rajabi, Researcher, PASSIA.

27 August 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** The Gaza Ceasefire
Participant(s): Sung-Jan Yeo, Ongoing Ambassador, Representative Office of the Republic of Korea; Woong-Chul PAK, Upcoming Ambassador, Representative Office of the Republic of Korea; Dr. Mustafa Abu Sway, Prof., Al-Quds University.

3 September 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem
**Topic:** The War on Gaza and the Day After
**Participant:** Bill Corcoran, President and CEO, ANERA Headquarters, Washington, D.C.

4 September 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem
**Topic:** Australia and the War on Gaza
**Participant(s):** Hayden Cooper, Middle East Correspondent, Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC); Fuad Abughosh, Producer, ABC; Lisa Main, ABC.

6 September 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem
**Topic:** Palestinian Reconciliation and What Lies Ahead?
**Participant:** Oliver McTernan, Director, Forward Thinking, UK.

22 September 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem
**Topic:** Research Study on Abd Al-Qader Al-Husseini
**Participant:** Danny Rubinstein, Journalist.

23 September 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem
**Topic:** Local Governance – an USAID Assessment
**Participant(s):** Rhys Payne, Senior Associate, Tetra Tech; Dr. Glenn E. Robinson, Associate Professor, Department of Defense Analysis, Naval Postgraduate School Journalist.
25 September 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Palestinians after the War on Gaza  
**Participant(s):** Nathan Stock, Israeli-Palestine Field Office Director, The Carter Center, Ramallah; Hrair Balian, The Carter Center, Atlanta, USA.

29 September 2014, Legacy Hotel  
**Topic:** Working Dinner  
**Participant:** Nicos Panayi, Head of the Representative Office of the Republic of Cyprus, Ramallah.

13 October 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Future Cooperation  
**Participant(s):** Dr. Dieter Kattermann, Head of Programmes, Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ); Shaden Katbeh, Programme Coordinator for Economic Projects, GIZ.

16 October 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Cairo Conference on the Reconstruction of Gaza - the Day After  
**Participant:** Mostafa El Gamil, Egyptian Consul General, Tel Aviv.

20 October 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Courtesy Visit  
**Participant:** Pirkko-Liisa Kyosti, Representative, Representative Office of Finland to the PA, Ramallah.

23 October 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Israeli Palestinian Conflict: The Range of Different Approaches of Understanding.  
**Participant:** Clem Naylor, the Foreign Office's Chief Analyst for Israel, the OPT and Jordan, London, UK.
5 November 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Political Analysis of the Palestinian-Israeli Conflict

**Participant(s):** William Asselborn, Belgian Foreign Ministry; Sophie Karlshausen, MaMa Delegate; De Pauw, Consul, Consulate General of the Kingdom of Belgium.

17 November, 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Follow up on Future Cooperation

**Participant(s):** Dr. Dieter Kattermann, Head of Programmes, Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ); Shaden Katbeh, Programme Coordinator for Economic Projects, GIZ; Marieke Gattermann, GIZ; Deniz Altayli, Program Director, PASSIA.

17 November, 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Internal Palestinian Issues

**Participant(s):** Woong-Chul Pak, Head, Representative Office of the Republic of Korea in Palestine; Bumsoo Lee, Representative Office of the Republic of Korea in Palestine.

18 November 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Palestinian Internal Issues

**Participant(s):** William Sieghart, Chairman, Forward Thinking; Oliver McTernan, Director, Forward Thinking, UK.
27 November 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** NGOs  
**Participant:** Natalia Shapovalova, PhD Candidate, the University of Warwick, UK.

13 December 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Gaza: The Process of Reconstruction  
**Participant(s):** Oliver McTernan, Director, Forward Thinking, UK; Edward Channer, Projects Officer at Forward Thinking, UK.

**MEDIA BRIEFS & INTERVIEWS**

5 January 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Palestinian-Israeli Negotiations and John Kerry’s Agenda  
**Participant(s):** At Noon Program - Al-Jazeera TV.

6 January 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** The John Kerry Mission - Ideas and the Palestinian-Israeli Negotiations  
**Participant:** Sherene Younis, Sky TV News, Jerusalem.

14 January 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Palestinian-Israeli Negotiations  
**Participant:** Martin Seemungal, Middle East Bureau Chief, CTV-Canadian TV.

2 February 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** The Legacy of Count Bernadotte (Al-Jazeera Documentary TV)  
**Participant(s):** Sawsan Qaoud, General Director, Mashahid for Art Production; Nael Manasrah, Cameraman, Mashahid for Art Production, Ramallah.

17 February 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem
Topic: Interview for ‘Voicing Humanity’ Documentary
Participant: Patricia Schneidewind

3 March 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

Topic: US-Israel Relations and the Negotiation Process
Participant(s): Firas Al-Dibes, Coordinator and Producer, Palestine Today TV; Ghassan Abu Eid, Press Photographer

6 March 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

Topic: The Future of Palestinian-Israeli Negotiations
Participant(s): Adriaan Bloemendaal, Correspondent; de Volkskrant; Khalil Assali, Journalist

13 March 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

Topic: Israel’s Escalation on the Gaza Strip (Interview)
Participant: Kamal Tarabi, Monte Carlo Radio

15 March 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem, Jerusalem

Topic: President Mahmoud Abbas’ Visit to Washington (March 17)
Participant: BBC Radio (News Hour, London)

18 March 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

Topic: Crisis of Leadership in Palestine

20 March 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

Topic: President Obama’s Upcoming Visit to Saudi Arabia
Participant: Ali Khateeb, Journalist, Al Hurra TV.

20 March 2014, Sky TV News Studio, Jerusalem

Topic: Palestinian-Israeli Negotiations

3 April 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

Topic: Palestine Joining UN Organizations
Participant: Dalia Nammari, Journalist, Russia Today Arabia

3 April 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

Topic: The Processes in the Middle East

8 April 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

Topic: The Negotiation Process
Participant(s): Keren Setton, Journalist, China TV; Danny Superstein, Cameraman, China TV

24 April 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

Topic: Gaza Declaration on Reconciliation (of 23 April 2014)
Participant(s): Dalia Nammari, Journalist, Russia TV; Mohammad Osho, Cameraman, Russia Today TV

25 April 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem
**Topic:** Fatah-Hamas Reconciliation  

2 May 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Unity Government under Abbas  
**Participant:** Gur Salomon (Xinhua, the official Chinese News Agency)

5 May 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** The June War 1967 (An-Naksa)  
**Participant:** Aijaz Z. Syed, Gulf-based commentator, Arab News

7 May 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Israeli Media and John Kerry  
**Participant(s):** Dana Abu Shamsiya, Russia Today TV; Mohammad Osho, Russia Today TV; Dalia Nammari, Russia Today TV; Sari Nashashibi, Russia Today TV

17 May 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Israeli Escalations in the Occupied Palestinian Territories  
**Participant(s):** Dalia Nammari, Journalist, Russia TV; Mohammad Osho, Cameraman, Russia Today TV

17 May 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** The Missing Three Israeli Settlers and What Lies Ahead  
**Participant:** Monte Carlo Doualiya.

23 June 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** The Missing Three Israeli Yeshiva Students  
**Participant:** Chinese TV

2 July 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** The Culture of Collective Punishment and Revenge: Where to?  
**Participant(s):** Kamal Tarabey, Monte Carlo

9 July 2014, Jerusalem

**Topic:** The War on Gaza  
**Participant:** Alexandra Schwartzbrod, Liberation - Paris, France.

10 July 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** Israel’s War on Gaza  
**Participant:** Danny Superstein, Cameraman, China TV.

10 July 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** The Current Situation  
**Participant(s):** Hayat FM 100, Justine Martin, Journalist, TSF JAZZ, Paris

12 July 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem

**Topic:** The Israeli War on Gaza  
**Participant:** Gabe Joselow, VOA News.

16 July 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem
**Topic:** Gaza: Ceasefire at the Crossroads  
**Participant(s):** Sabreen Taha, Journalist, Press TV; Mohammad Osho, Cameraman, Press TV.

17 July 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** The Third War on Gaza  
**Participant:** Ajyal Radio Network.

19 July 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** 'One Blood, One Enemy': Solidarity for Gaza Boils in West Bank  
**Participant:** Ben Lynfield, The Christian Science Monitor.

23 July 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** The Third War on Gaza  
**Participant:** Ajyal Radio Network.

14 August 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Palestinian-Israeli Negotiations in Cairo on the Gaza War  
**Participant(s):** Dana Abu Shamsiya, Producer, Russia Today; Firas Sannawi, Photographer, Russia Today

18 August 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** The War on Gaza  
**Participant:** Michele Monni, Journalist, ANSA.

21 August 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** The War on Gaza and Confrontations in the West Bank  
**Participant:** Lama Ghosheh, TRT.

23 August 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** The War on Gaza  
**Participant:** Julio De La Guardia, Middle East Correspondent, Política Exterior, Jerusalem.

25 August 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Israeli’s Military Operation in Gaza and the Popular Response in Jerusalem and the West Bank  
**Participant(s):** Dana Abu Shamsiya, Producer, Russia Today; Dalia Nammari, Journalist, Russia TV; Firas Hindawi, Photographer, Russia Today.

27 August 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Gaza Ceasefire  
**Participant(s):** Danny Superstein, Cameraman, China TV; Lin Gruber, Editor, China TV; Han Chong, Correspondent, Cameraman, Editor, China TV.

29 August 2014, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Gaza Ceasefire  
**Participant:** May Abu Assab, Palestine TV

13 October 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Cairo Conference on Palestine and the Reconstruction of Gaza  
**Participant:** Ediz Tiyansan, Correspondent, TRT TV.
28 October 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Palestinian Reading in the European "Red Lines"  
**Participant:** Al-Jazeera

28 October 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Towards a Third Intifada?  
**Participant(s):** Monte Carlo Doualiya

27 November 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Palestinian Defense of Their Religious Symbols  
**Participant:** Kamal Triebe

4 December 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Gaza  
**Participant:** Sarah Helm, Newsweek, European Edition.

16 December, 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** The EU and Palestine  
**Participant:** Ajyal Radio, Ramallah

26 December 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Palestine in 2014  
**Participant:** Nile TV, Egypt

26 December 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Palestine in 2014  
**Participant:** Turkish TV, Turkey

26 December 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Palestine in 2014  
**Participant:** PalMedia TV, Palestine

26 December 2014, PASSIA, Jerusalem  
**Topic:** Palestine in 2014  
**Participant:** Palestine TV, Palestine

31 December 2014, PASSIA  
**Topic:** Palestinians Set to Seek Redress in a World Court  
**Participant:** Jodi Rudoren, Jerusalem Bureau Chief, New York Times.